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Reliability is the chance that a given desirable event will occur at the 

very time it is required and expected to occur. The power system is 

expected to supply power continuously to the customers for their 

socio-economic purposes. The inability of the power system in 

Nigeria to meet up this requirement prompted a lot of scholars to 

embark on a reliability study of the system. However, the outage data 

used were found to only focus on forced outages thereby neglecting 

other unforced events in their works. In this study, all the outages on 

the 33kV feeders in the Irrua Transmission station were used to 

assess the performances of the system from 2015 to 2018 using the 

load point indices. The result showed that the failure rate is on the 

high side and the system reliability is depreciating with time. To turn 

things out for the better, it was suggested that PV cells should be 

introduced at strategic locations within the network. The 

introduction of reliability-centered maintenance techniques by the 

management could also go a long way in bringing about better 

performance. This study will help the management to appraise their 

performance which in turn will motivate them to do better. 
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1. Introduction 

Reliability is the chance of a desired event occurring under specified circumstance(s). However, 

from engineering point of view, reliability can be defined as the probability that a system will 

perform required function under a given conditions for a stated period, usually a thousand hours or 

million hours [1]. The reliability of a system or equipment as defined by Iresome and Coombs [2] 

is the conditional probability at any given confidence level that the system or equipment will 

perform its intended function at a given age, for a specific length of time when used in the manner 

and purpose intended while operating under specific environment. However, Bhavaraju, et al., [3] 

defined reliability of an electric power system as the probability that the system will continuously 

deliver electricity to its consumers without compromise on the quality of the power being delivered. 

It is also simply a measure of whether users have electricity when it is needed [4]. Furthermore, 

according to IEEE as in [5], the definition of reliability is simply the ability of a system or 

component to perform its intended functions under stated conditions for a specified period of time. 

Power reliability can also be defined as the degree to which the performance of the elements in a 

bulk system result in electricity being delivered to customers within accepted standards and in the 

amount desired [6]. 

One of the major outcomes of the weaknesses in power sector is blackout. Power outages are 

unpalatable events for power users whether they were scheduled or unscheduled. The scheduled 
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events are usually as a result of the need to carry out maintenance operations on the equipment, 

construction and consumer requests. Most often, customers are pre-informed of such outages in 

advance so they could make alternative arrangements for any critical activity that may require 

electric power. The unscheduled events may be as a result of oversights during installation or 

maintenance operations, component failures and faults. These have resulted in poor power 

availability to customers with its attendant negative effects [7]. Records have shown that the Nigeria 

national grid has suffered from many system collapses in the past resulting in partial or total 

blackouts in the country. In 2003 alone, there were total records of 53 incidents comprising 14 total 

and 39 partial cases [8].  

On the international scene, the study by Wirfs-Brock [9] showed that power interruption events in 

the United States (U.S.) have increased on the average from 2.5 to 14.5 per month during 2000 – 

2013. Also, overloading of power facilities in 2012 caused the collapse of Bina-Gwalior-Agra 

regional grids in India [10]. In a related development, system overloading also caused Tarbela and 

Mangla power stations in Pakistan to fail thereby causing blackout in some regions of the country 

[11]. Byrd and Matthewman [12] predicted that there is going to be an increase in power outages in 

the future. Literature has shown that about 80% of all the power interruptions experienced by 

customers do occur as a result of the weaknesses at the distribution level of the power supply chain 

[13]. Therefore, the distribution sub-sector has the lowest reliability status in the entire power 

system. 

Different countries have tried in many ways to solve their power sector problems as much as they 

could in order to improve on the reliability of the system by adopting different methods. In Nigeria 

for instance, the Federal government has embarked on the building of new power plants and 

injection substations through the Nigeria Integrated Power Projects Schemes (NIPP). There are lot 

of reinforcement work being done on the existing power infrastructures while some radial 

transmission networks are being converted to ring circuits such as Oshogbo-Benin-Egbin-Ikeja 

West, Oshogbo-Benin-Abuja-Shiroro-Jebba, Onitsha-Alaoji-Afam-Ikot Ekpene-Enugu, and 

Shiroro-Abuja-Benin-Onitsha-Enugu-Makurdi-Jos-Kaduna links [14]. The government has also 

declared eligibility policy in line with the provisions of Section 27 of the Electric Power Sector 

Reform Act 2005 whereby eligible customers (those with load demand up to 2MW, or more) are 

permitted to buy power directly from a licensed operator (such as Generating Companies (GenCos) 

or Transmission Company (TransCo)) other than electricity distribution companies [15]. Other 

creative regulations are the Mini Grid and Meter Asset Providers (MAP) Regulations. These policies 

provide opportunities for independent power producers to supply power to communities whose 

power requirement is not more than 1MW and allows electric power customers to obtain meters 

from licensed meter distributors other than the distribution companies respectively [16], [17]. 

Some of the above-highlighted solutions have been adopted in many parts of the world. In the US 

for instance, the installed generation capacity is adequate enough to ensure that an average customer 

has access to about 3.33MW of electric power for use [18]. Also, a lot of system security 

improvement measure have been put in place through the deployment of smart power distribution 

facilities such as SCADA to regulate, monitor, control and operate the system more efficiently. 

There is also improved maintenance policies and techniques like condition-based monitoring 

(CBM) and reliability centered maintenance (RCM). All these have helped to improve system 

reliability [4], [19], [20], [21]. 

The major point of interest in distribution system reliability assessment is the rate of equipment 

failure and the general interruptions suffered by the customers [22]. Therefore, the health condition 

of all the components in any power system is pivotal to the performance of the network. This is 
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because the flow of power requires that all the components should be healthy and energized (except 

standby) before electricity can get to customers.  

The magnitudes of the major load point indices of any power system which include Availability, 

Failure Rate, Mean Time To Fail, Mean Time To Repair, and Mean Time Between Failures are very 

vital information for future system planning and designs. Their record may also assist in efficient 

operation, minimizes work hazard, helps in effective policy formulation and disbursement of aid 

and interventions when applicable and available. However, the information from existing works in 

Nigeria in this field have shown that they only considered outages that were caused by faults in their 

studies [23], [24], [25], [26], [27]. Literature has shown that there are other cases of outages beside 

faults. Such lapse has the capacity to significantly downplay the integrity of the obtained results.  

The major objective of this study is to close this gap by considering both forced and unforced outage 

events to present a factual report on the performance of the power system within the study 

environment. 

1.1. Reliability Indices  

In reliability considerations, the focus could be on the failure related characteristics of the 

components without consideration of the number of customers affected by the breakdown as defined 

by [5]. This can influence choice of equipment vendor(s)/manufacturer(s) to rely on for supply of 

components based on established reliability of products over time. This is sequel to the fact that the 

Utility Industry is to ensure that maintenance fund is spent wisely to meet customer expectations 

[28]. In this regard, some reliability indices which are mainly known as Load Point Indices (LPI) 

were developed to help in the evaluation of equipment failure events based on their frequency of 

occurrence. It is important to analyze the effect of probable equipment failure on overall 

performance of the power system. for instance, the impact of a failed injection substation power 

transformer on the entire system is different from that of a pin insulator failure. Results from these 

studies help to understand the system behavior and provides probable remedies for system 

abnormalities [29]. 

In this section, in order to study the reliability of the components in the system, the following indices 

shall be considered; 

1. Failure Rate (λ) 

2. Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) 

3. Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) 

4. Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) 

5. Availability (A) 

6. Unavailability 

 

1.1.1.    Failure Rate, λ 

This is the most fundamental index for reliability studies. It is a measure of rate of fault occurrence 

of a repairable equipment like an isolator or rate of failure of a non-repairable component like pin 

insulator. Hence there are two mathematical expressions for this index which depends on whether, 

it applies to repairable or non-repairable scenario. The mathematical Equation, which relates to non-

repairable materials expresses failure rate as a percentage as presented in Equation 1. 

 

(%) =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑐ℎ 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑥 100

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑
                                                               1  
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On the other hand, in the case of repairable pieces of equipment or systems (e.g., the power system), 

failure rate can be expressed as the number of failures per unit-hour for the period being investigated. 

This can be expressed mathematically as in Equation 2. 

 

(𝑁) =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡−ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
                                                       2  

The unit of λ (N) is therefore failure per unit – hour however, there are also scenarios whereby the 

index is expressed as failure per thousand hours or failure per million hours [30]. It is important to 

note that high failure rate implies low system reliability [31]. 

1.1.2.    Mean Time to Failure (MTTF) 

Mean time to failure (MTTF) is used in measuring the average up-time of a piece of equipment or 

a system before any failure will occur. Therefore, it gives an idea of the time duration of which a 

piece of equipment or a system is available without any form of failure or fault [32]. For this 

research, the study area has series-connected distribution networks. This implies that the failure of 

any of the system component will result to an outage (system failure). Therefore, in this context, 

MTTF is an indication of the average healthy time of each circuit components before any breakdown 

occurs. The mathematical expression for MTTF is presented; 

𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹 =
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠
                                                               3 

1.1.3.   Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) 

The meantime to repair is a reliability index which determines the average time within a given period 

that it takes to restore a faulty equipment back to its normal working condition or the average time 

it takes to restore a failed system back to operation. In the power system, this represents the average 

time taken to restore a feeder or circuit back to operation after outage events. MTTR of any item or 

system is usually dependent on the adopted designs, personnel operations proficiency and 

sometimes, the age of the component can be a factor. High value of MTTR indicates low reliability 

and poor maintainability [33]. 

The mathematical expression for MTTR is presented by Equation 4. 

 

𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹 =
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠
                                                               4 

1.1.4.   Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) 

Mean time between failures (MTBF) is a reliability index which helps to determine the average time 

between consecutive failures of a system or item during operations. This metric is based on items 

or systems that are repairable or renewable. The mathematical expression for MTBF is presented in 

Equation 5. 

𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹 =
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠
                                                               5 
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Furthermore, Meantime between failures (MTBF) is the reciprocal of failure rate which indicates 

that higher values of MTBF indicates higher system stability in terms of performance. Also, MTBF 

is the sum of MTTR and MTTF as shown in the Figure 1 [32]. 

 

Figure 1:    Differentiating between reliability metrics [32] 

1.1.5.   Availability (A) 

Availability is one of the most important reliability metrics as it measures the level of operational 

effectiveness of a system or an equipment within a given time. This metric espouses the impacts of 

the maintainability and reliability of the system or items under investigation. In the availability 

evaluations, the downtimes due to logistics and administrative purposes are assumed to be 

insignificant [13]. The mathematical expression for Availability (A) is as presented in Equation 6. 

 

𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝐴) =
 𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹−𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑅

𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹
                                                                6  

1.1.6.   Unavailability (U) 

Unavailability is a reliability index that represents the fraction of time that a system or an equipment 

was not able to perform the normal services due to failures. It can also be defined as the steady-state 

probability that a system was unable to meet with the operational requirements due to failures [5]. 

The mathematical Equation for unavailability is as presented; 

𝑈𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑈) = 1 − 𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦                                                            7  

Meaning, 

𝑈𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑈) = 1 −
 𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹−𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑅

𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹
                                                                8  

𝑈𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑈) =
 𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑅

𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹
                                                                                  9 
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1.2.  Related Works 

Power system reliability has become a major research area in electrical engineering due to its direct 

relationship with the level of industrialization of a place. Different scholars have investigated the 

behavior of the power system in different parts of Nigeria at different times with the desire to add 

to existing knowledge on the subject. Their findings and suggestions have helped to define the tune 

and pace in the field on a local level.  

Airoboman, et al., [23] investigated the reliability of the 33kV feeders that emanated from the Benin 

Transmission Station in Benin City and discovered that the feeders with short length and within the 

city and free from vegetational encroachment like GRA feeder are more reliable compared to the 

longer ones that passes through swampy and high vegetational terrain like Koko feeder. This work 

only considered interruptions due to faults in their analysis.  

Etu, et al. [24] assessed the power reliability situation in Nigeria and the way forward by analyzing 

the data from the works of Okoronkwo and Nwagu [34]. In the work, the reliability of power supply 

in Nigeria was discovered to be very low and getting worse by the years based on the outcome of 

the analysis of fault records from Abakiliki and Enugu distribution power system from 2001 to 2003. 

It was observed that inadequate and erratic power supply is one of the biggest threats to the national 

development as only about 40% of the population has access to power supply from the grid leading 

to a situation of proliferation of inefficient mini generators. These have also caused stagnation in 

economic activities and decline in social comfort. The authors observed that the problems in the 

power sector in Nigeria includes exorbitant estimated bills, poor execution of power projects and 

gas shortage for power generating plants. However, the authors only considered interruptions due 

to faults while leaving out the other interruptions such as those caused by maintenance activities, 

load shedding and emergency operations.  

Onime and Adegboyega [25] studied the power system reliability of Ekpoma distribution network 

by considering the fault data from PHCN for year 2012 on a monthly basis. The various reliability 

indices were determined using load point indices. However, apart from using only fault incidences 

in the analysis, the authors did not give any unit of measurement for their results. 

Popoola, et al. [26] investigated the power system reliability in the south-western part of the nation 

by analyzing the inputs from the administered questionnaires to people in this region. The work 

scored the power system in the studied area very low in reliability and also noted that the reliability 

level does vary from state to state. However, the findings from reports such as this will suffer low 

acceptability due to the weakness in the applied methodology [35]. One, it was based on people’s 

opinion as no instrument was used to measure whatever value of answers that were given. Secondly, 

individual differences and the emotional state of the respondents can affect their answers to 

questions. In addition, the method does not conform to international standard. 

Adoghe, et al., [27] analyzed their equipment failure data-set of Abule Egba power distribution 

network in Lagos State from 2004 to 2008 in order to investigate the critical role assets maintenance 

plays in system reliability. The study adopted an advanced Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) 

methodology that is based on quantitative statistical analysis of components failure records as a tool 

for the identification of high-risk index equipment. With this approach, maintenance activities are 

more of proactive action during operations unlike the current situation whereby the utility 

companies are more on the reactive side with regard to component failure in the system. This method 

if fully explored could help to improve power system reliability in the Nigeria power industry. 
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A summarized review of the existing reliability studies in Nigeria is presented in Table 1. The 

presented results have helped to enhance the available knowledge in the studied areas with regard 

to the reliability in Nigeria. The major concern in these works is the observed deficiency in the data 

used as presented in the remarks and non-determination of all the load point indices in each of these 

works. 

 

Table 1:   Load Point indices of power distribution in different studied power system in Nigeria. 
S/N Literatures Studied Area & Period MTTF MTTR MTBF Failure 

Rate 
Availabilit

y 
Remarks (details in literature 
review) 

1 Airoboman, et al., 
(2017) [23] 

Benin City (2011- 
2015)  39.046hrs/ 

1.6 days 
352.766hr   
/ 
14.7days 

0.0414 0.8893 Only Considered faults. (Ikpoba 
Dam 33KV Feeder info for 2011) 

 
2 

 
Etu, et al., (2015) [24] 

Enugu distribution networks 
(2001- 
2003) 

   
7.36hrs 

 
0.14   

Values for 2002. Only Considered 
faults 

3 Onime and 
Adegboyega (2014) 
[25] 

Ekpoma (2012)   5.8275  0.6147 Only Considered faults. No unit of 
measurement. Values for Iruekpen 
feeder 

4 Popoola, et al., (2011) 
[26] 

South-West    1.55  Interruption data was based on 
questionnaire 

 
5 

 
Adoghe, et al., (2013) 
[27] 

Lagos- Abule Egba (2004-
2008) 

 
2.06 days 

 
6.67days 

   
0.485 

Only Considered faults. Values for 
Feeder 1, (2007) 

 

2. Methodology 

The data used for this study were obtained from the 33kV feeders in Irrua Transmission Station in 

Edo State, Nigeria. The concerned feeders include Ehor, Ubiaja, and Uzebba. These are the major 

33kV feeders that supply power to the central part of Edo state, Nigeria. The period of the study 

covers four years (January 2015 to December 2018). Samples of the obtained raw outage data for 

Ehor, Ubiaja and Uzebba are presented in Tables 2, 3 and 4 respectively. The other information 

received from the obtained data is the duration of each outage. Also, record showed that the invents 

comprises outages as a result of faults, emergency operations, maintenance activities, load shedding 

and Transmission system failures. 

 

Table 2: Sample of Power Interruption log of Ehor 33kV Feeder 
FEEDER DAY OUT TIME OUT 

(HH:MM) 

DURATION 

 (HRS) 

OUTATAGE CATEGORY 

EHOR 33KV FDR 14-03-15 13:46 1.18 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 17-03-15 16:44 1.77 LOAD SHEDDING (OUTAGE) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 20-03-15 7:45 6.15 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

EHOR 33KV FDR 20-04-15 13:36 2.90 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

EHOR 33KV FDR 21-04-15 0:03 7.85 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

EHOR 33KV FDR 22-04-15 18:53 23.22 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 22-04-15 6:48 7.10 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 22-04-15 16:25 1.35 LOAD SHEDDING (OUTAGE) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 25-04-15 13:30 28.92 PLANNED (OUTAGE) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 25-04-15 7:37 10.80 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

EHOR 33KV FDR 26-04-15 2:22 13.25 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 27-04-15 11:32 4.97 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 28-04-15 12:42 2.97 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

EHOR 33KV FDR 29-04-15 16:05 28.42 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 30-04-15 12:18 29.35 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

EHOR 33KV FDR 01-05-15 6:05 7.30 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 01-05-15 23:45 0.78 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

EHOR 33KV FDR 02-05-15 9:13 8.45 PLANNED (OUTAGE) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 03-05-15 19:35 24.68 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 03-05-15 10:22 3.62 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 05-05-15 20:28 24.53 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

EHOR 33KV FDR 05-05-15 5:35 9.03 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 08-05-15 1:27 15.80 LOAD SHEDDING (OUTAGE) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 09-05-15 17:54 3.35 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 
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EHOR 33KV FDR 10-05-15 15:59 9.08 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

EHOR 33KV FDR 10-05-15 10:17 3.62 PLANNED (OUTAGE) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 10-05-15 6:10 1.97 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 12-05-15 9:00 6.55 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 13-05-15 14:35 2.43 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 14-05-15 2:50 14.15 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 15-05-15 8:42 5.38 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 16-05-15 2:15 6.32 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 17-05-15 16:49 2.92 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 18-05-15 17:26 2.03 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

EHOR 33KV FDR 18-05-15 13:06 2.42 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

EHOR 33KV FDR 18-05-15 20:38 11.60 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 19-05-15 21:32 9.85 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

EHOR 33KV FDR 20-05-15 21:21 12.03 LOAD SHEDDING (OUTAGE) 

 

Table 3: Sample of Power Interruption log of Ubiaja 33kV Feeder 
FEEDER 

 

DAY OUT TIME OUT 

(HH:MM) 

DURATION  

(HRS) 

OUTATAGE CATEGORY 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 15-04-15 1:05 19.13 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 16-04-15 11:12 9.22 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 17-04-15 10:30 7.48 PLANNED (OUTAGE) 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 19-04-15 2:31 14.70 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 21-04-15 0:03 5.65 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 22-04-15 12:23 5.18 PLANNED (OUTAGE) 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 22-04-15 18:43 24.90 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 23-04-15 1:39 2.85 EMERGENCY (OUTAGE) 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 23-04-15 7:50 4.82 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 23-04-15 4:45 2.63 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 24-04-15 11:25 6.63 PLANNED (OUTAGE) 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 24-04-15 22:55 8.20 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 25-04-15 7:37 4.43 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 25-04-15 13:04 1.47 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 26-04-15 1:03 9.45 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 28-04-15 12:42 2.97 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 29-04-15 19:39 14.43 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 30-04-15 12:18 29.18 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 01-05-15 5:28 6.45 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 01-05-15 23:45 2.53 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 02-05-15 4:06 0.53 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 02-05-15 9:27 0.70 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 03-05-15 19:05 22.42 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 05-05-15 20:28 24.53 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 07-05-15 22:23 24.70 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 08-05-15 1:27 9.73 LOAD SHEDDING (OUTAGE) 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 09-05-15 16:32 0.58 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 10-05-15 15:59 8.45 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 10-05-15 10:17 3.42 PLANNED (OUTAGE) 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 18-05-15 13:06 2.02 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 18-05-15 22:12 5.53 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 09-06-15 17:23 17.53 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 11-06-15 16:29 4.93 LOAD SHEDDING (OUTAGE) 

UBIAJA 33KV FDR 11-06-15 10:45 3.47 PLANNED (OUTAGE) 

 

Table 4: Sample of Power Interruption log of Uzebba 33kV Feeder 
FEEDER DAY OUT TIME OUT 

(HH:MM) 

DURATION  

(HRS) 

OUTATAGE CATEGORY 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 09-07-15 16:10 0.30 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 09-07-15 20:26 0.15 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 10-07-15 8:59 6.35 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 10-07-15 7:50 0.67 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 13-07-15 15:15 5.68 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 14-07-15 11:55 8.45 PLANNED (OUTAGE) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 15-07-15 9:05 0.60 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 18-07-15 11:27 3.93 PLANNED (OUTAGE) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 21-07-15 22:00 14.80 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 21-07-15 19:33 1.72 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 30-07-15 6:40 5.70 EMERGENCY (OUTAGE) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 08-08-15 10:37 5.27 LOAD SHEDDING (OUTAGE) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 10-08-15 18:20 19.70 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 23-08-15 7:10 1.47 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 24-08-15 9:59 4.77 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 27-08-15 4:14 2.35 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 01-09-15 20:48 12.90 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 02-09-15 19:16 5.25 EMERGENCY (OUTAGE) 
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UZEBBA 33KV FDR 04-09-15 19:42 1.30 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 04-09-15 19:08 0.40 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 21-09-15 19:28 15.28 EMERGENCY (OUTAGE) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 07-10-15 14:53 4.03 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 08-10-15 11:28 0.87 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 10-10-15 15:16 24.98 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 11-10-15 22:45 7.48 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 11-10-15 10:30 25.75 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 14-10-15 14:42 25.70 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 15-10-15 18:39 24.75 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 23-10-15 14:52 1.22 PLANNED (OUTAGE) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 25-10-15 20:42 12.88 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 29-10-15 12:51 9.37 PLANNED (OUTAGE) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 30-10-15 12:37 3.35 PLANNED (OUTAGE) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 31-10-15 15:34 3.00 FAULT (BREAKDOWN) 

UZEBBA 33KV FDR 31-10-15 13:13 0.28 SUPPLY FAILURE (SYSTEM CO 

These events were collated and analyzed with the help of computer spreadsheet application. The 

load point indices such as failure rate, mean time to fail, etc of the various feeders were determined 

using Equation 10 to 15 according to Pham [36]. 

𝝀 =  
∑ FOi

∑ TOHi
N
i=1 −∑ TDTi

N
i=1

        10 

MTTR =  
∑ TDTi

N
i=1

∑ FOi
         11 

MTTF =  
∑ TUTi

N
i=1

∑ FOi
         12 

𝐌𝐓𝐁𝐅 =  𝐌𝐓𝐓𝐑 + 𝐌𝐓𝐓𝐅        13 

 

𝐀 =  
∑ 𝐓𝐔𝐓𝐢

𝐍
𝐢=𝟏

∑ 𝐓𝐔𝐓𝐢
𝐍
𝐢=𝟏 +∑ 𝐓𝐃𝐓𝐢

𝐍
𝐢=𝟏

                     14 

 

𝐔 = 𝟏 −  
∑ 𝐓𝐔𝐓𝐢

𝐍
𝐢=𝟏

∑ 𝐓𝐔𝐓𝐢
𝐍
𝐢=𝟏 +∑ 𝐓𝐃𝐓𝐢

𝐍
𝐢=𝟏

        15 

 

Where 

𝜆  = Failure Rate 

A    = Availability 

U   = Unavailability 

FOi   = Failure occurrence of the feeder 
TOHi  = Total operational hour 
TDTi  = Total downtime of feeder 
TUTi   = Total uptime of feeder 

3. Results and Discussion 

Reliability is the ability of an item to perform optimally at all required situations. This is not always 

obtainable due to failure of the system components owing to wear and tears over time. In Section 2 

of this study, the reliability level of Ehor, Ubiaja and Uzebba feeders were assessed using the Load 

Point Indices (LPI) equations presented in equations 10 – 15. The obtained results which include 
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outage frequency, down time, failure rate and availability, meantime to fail (MTTF), meantime to 

repair (MTTR) and mean time between failures (MTBF) are presented in Table 5. The total outages 

in Uromi Business Unit from 2015 to 2018 were found to be 4,520. The analyzed data showed that 

all the feeders experienced interruptions during the time under review (2015 - 2018). The feeder 

that has the best performance in this regard is the one with the lowest outages as illustrated in Table 

5. Therefore, the best feeder is Uzebba with a total of 1,184 incidents followed by Ubiaja (1,543 

incidents) and Ehor (1,793 incidents) as the worst. From the trend of events in Table 5, it is obvious 

that the interruption frequencies of all the feeders are increasing by the years. This implies 

depreciating reliability state of the power system in Uromi Business Unit and it corroborates the 

findings of earlier studies in the US [9], Benin City [37] and Enugu [24] and also agrees with the 

prediction of Byrd and Matthewman [12]. 

The down time represents the total duration (in hours) of all the outages experienced by the feeders. 

The feeder that has the best performance in this regard is the one with the lowest down time as 

illustrated in Table 5. The table shows that the feeder with the lowest outage duration for the period 

investigated is Ubiaja with a total of 11,009.27 hours followed by Ehor (11,100.72 hours) and 

Uzebba (11,572.63 hours) in that order. 

The trends of event showed that the outage durations have increased over the years for all the 

feeders. Consequently, the total down time for all the feeders during the period of study showed that 

it is increasing by the years from 7,072.78 hours in 2015 to 9,834.80 hours in 2018. 

The failure rate as presented shows the average number of outages experienced by the feeders on 

hourly basis annually. The feeder that has the best performance in this regard is the one with the 

lowest value as illustrated in Table 5. The record showed that the feeder with the lowest failure rate 

is Uzebba with an average value of 0.0338 failure per hour. The next feeder in terms of lowest 

failure rate is Ubiaja (0.0440) and then Ehor (0.0511). 

Historical records showed that the failure rates are on the increase for all the feeders. Consequently, 

the total failure rate for the system increased from 0.1062 failures per hour in 2015 to 0.1559 failures 

per hour in 2018 and this trend agrees with the findings of Sambo et al. [38]. 

The presented feeder availability is the fractional duration (in hours) of power supply out of the total 

duration (in hours) of the years being considered. The feeder that has the best performance in this 

regard is the one with the highest percentage availability as illustrated in Table 5. It was observed 

that Ubiaja feeder has the highest availability of an average value of 68.60%, followed by Ehor 

(68.34%) and then Uzebba (67.00%). 

Historical trend showed that the availability of all the feeders has reduced over the years such that 

on the average, the availability of electricity in the study area has reduced from 73.09% in 2015 to 

62.58% in 2018. 

The mean time to fail (MTTF) shows the average time (in hours) it takes for the feeder to experience 

outages during the period under study. The feeder that has the best performance in this regard is the 

one with the highest duration as illustrated in Table 5. It shows that the most stable feeder is Uzebba 

which stays for an average of 21.63 hours before failure. The other feeders in the order of stability 

are Ubiaja (15.75 hours) and Ehor (13.75 hours). 

The table showed that the mean time to fail (MTTF) have reduced over the years for all the feeders. 

Hence the overall average value for MTTF of all the feeders reduced from 23.07 hours in 2015 to 

12.40 hours in 2018. 
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Tables 5: Load point indices of the feeders 

 

The mean time to repair (MTTR) represents the average time (in hours) required to restore back 

supply in the advent of any failure experienced by the feeders. The feeder that has the best 

performance in this regard is the one with the lowest restoration time as illustrated in Table 5. From 

the table, it is obvious that Ehor has the lowest average restoration duration of 6.29 hours followed 

by Ubiaja (7.18 hours) and then Uzebba (9.58 hours). 
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From historical record shown in the table, it is obvious that the mean time to repair has reduced for 

over the years for Ehor and Ubiaja feeders but increased for Uzebba feeder. However, the overall 

mean time to restore value for the entire feeders remained fairly constant being 7.50 hours in 2015 

and 7.52 hours in 2018. 

The mean time between failures (MTBF) shows the average time between consecutive failure 

incidents of the feeders. The feeder that has the best performance in this regard is the one with the 

highest interval as illustrated in Table 5. Record shows that the feeder with the highest duration is 

Uzebba with an average value of 31.21 hours. The next is Ubiaja (22.93 hours) followed by Ehor 

(20.03 hours). 

The table showed that the mean time between failures for all the feeders have reduced with time. 

Consequently, the average duration between consecutive failure events for all the feeders reduced 

from 30.57 hours in 2015 to 19.92 hours in 2018. 

Earlier reports in this field of study from different scholars suffers from wide variation as earlier 

noticed in Table 1 [23]. [24], [25], [26], [27]. This has been attributed to the quality of data used. 

The only exception is that Onime and Adegboyega [25] presented availability of 62% for Iruekpen 

feeder which is close to the results in this study (67.98%). However, same study presented 5.8 hours 

for MTBF as against an average value of 24.73 hours presented in this study. 

4. Conclusion 

Power system reliability study is a systematic analysis method for optimizing system operations, 

maintenance, performance and planning. This study assessed the power system reliability of Ehor, 

Ubiaja and Uzebba 33kV feeders that radiated from Irrua transmission station in Edo State, Nigeria. 

All the major load point indices of power system were evaluated and the result showed that the failure 

rate and availability deteriorated while the mean time to repair remained a bit stable throughout the 

period of the study. Based on these findings, it is therefore suggested that the power system should 

be reinforced with alternative power distributed sources like photovoltaic infrastructures. The mini 

grid and eligibility customer policies of the government should be enforced. Also, the pace of 

response to outage should be improved by adopting reliability centered maintenance strategies. 

 

Nomenclature 
A Availability 

CBM Condition-Based Monitoring 

FOi Failure occurrence of the feeder 

GenCos Generating Companies 

LPI Load Point Indices 

MAP Meter Asset Providers 

MTBF Mean Time Between Failures 

MTTF Mean Time To Failure 
MTTR Mean Time To Repair 
NIPP Nigeria Integrated Power Projects Schemes 
RCM Reliability Centered Maintenance 
TDTi Total downtime of feeder 

TOHi Total operational hour 
TransCo Transmission Company 
TUTi Total uptime of feeder 
U Unavailability 
US United States 
λ Failure Rate 
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